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Viscoelastic properties of plasma-agarose hydrogels dictate favorable 
fibroblast responses for skin tissue engineering applications 
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A B S T R A C T   

Dermal wound healing relies on the properties of the extracellular matrix (ECM). Thus, hydrogels that replicate 
skin ECM have reached clinical application. After a dermal injury, a transient, biodegradable fibrin clot is 
instrumental in wound healing. Human plasma, and its main constituent, fibrin would make a suitable bioma-
terial for improving wound healing and processed as hydrogels albeit with limited mechanical strength. To 
overcome this, plasma-agarose (PA) composite hydrogels have been developed and used to prepare diverse 
bioengineered tissues. To date, little is known about the influence of variable agarose concentrations on the 
viscoelastic properties of PA hydrogels and their correlation to cell biology. This study reports the character-
ization of the viscoelastic properties of different concentrations of agarose in PA hydrogels: 0 %, 0.5 %, 1 %, 1.5 
%, and 2 % (w/v), and their influence on the cell number and mitochondrial activity of human dermal fibroblasts. 
Results show that agarose addition increased the stiffness, relaxation time constants 1 (τ1) and 2 (τ2), and fiber 
diameter, whereas the porosity decreased. Changes in cell metabolism occurred at the early stages of culturing 
and correlated to the displacement of fast (τ1) and intermediate (τ2) Maxwell elements. Fibroblasts seeded in low 
PA concentrations spread faster during 14 d than cells cultured in higher agarose concentrations. Collectively, 
these results confirm that PA viscoelasticity and hydrogel architecture strongly influenced cell behavior. 
Therefore, viscoelasticity is a key parameter in the design of PA-based implants.   

1. Introduction 

Hydrogel-based skin equivalents have emerged as the most prom-
ising approaches for skin tissue engineering (TE) applications due to 
their characteristics to mimic the native skin microenvironment by 
acquiring different shapes and incorporating cell populations [1,2]. 

One challenge faced by the use of hydrogels for skin TE applications 
is the ability to replicate the mechanical properties of the skin and its 
active (mechanical) stresses [1,3]. As most tissues within the body, the 
extracellular matrix (ECM) of the skin exhibits a combination of elas-
ticity and viscosity, called viscoelasticity [4,5]. Elasticity is the physical 
property of a substance that allows changing its volume, length, or shape 
in response to a force, followed by recovery to its initial configuration 
once the force is removed. Viscoelasticity relates to the adaptability of 

the ECM network and the water content of the skin which adds flow or 
viscosity. In response to a constant deformation, viscoelastic materials 
exhibit stress relaxation in response to a constant strain [6]. The visco-
elastic behavior of the skin protects against injury by allowing addi-
tional movement (as compared to pure elastic properties) of skin 
structures away from stress and returning toward their baseline without 
breaking [7]. 

Plasma-derived hydrogels (also referred to as fibrin hydrogels) are 
considered promising for skin TE applications because they are easily 
obtained from the patient’s blood, providing a suitable alternative in 
clinical protocols of autologous use [8,9]. Furthermore, plasma-derived 
hydrogels offer additional advantages such as low cost and biocompat-
ibility. Plasma-derived/fibrin hydrogels can be remodeled by cells and 
retain growth factors [10,11]. However, plasma-derived hydrogels are 
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not mechanically resilient, complicating their manipulation. Thus, 
several studies have already focused on improving their mechanical 
strength. For example, combining human plasma with other natural 
polymers such as agarose forms an interpenetrating network where both 
polymers are crosslinked simultaneously [12,13]. Agarose has a poroe-
lastic structure, self-gelling properties, and high water content. These 
properties combined provide a suitable microenvironment for cellular 
activity [14,15]. Moreover, agarose hydrogels mechanics can be 
adjusted by changing the concentration, resulting in characteristics 
similar to the desired tissue. The potential of plasma-agarose (PA) 
interpenetrating polymer networks to produce biocompatible materials 
was demonstrated with multiple tissue models such as the cornea [16], 
oral mucosa [17], and neuronal tissue [18]. Nevertheless, there is 
limited knowledge about the effect of different concentrations of agarose 
on the viscoelastic behavior of PA hydrogels and the resulting cellular 
responses. 

Agarose concentration can also modify the structural properties of 
hydrogels. Changes in hydrogel viscoelasticity and structure may impact 
cell spreading, growth, and proliferation in three-dimensional (3D) 
culture conditions [6,19]. 

In this study, we investigated the viscoelastic properties of PA 
hydrogels with different concentrations of agarose and determined the 
cellular responses of human dermal fibroblasts, and evaluated the po-
tential use of these hydrogels for skin TE applications. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Cell culture 

Human adult dermal fibroblasts (NHDF-Ad; Lonza, The Netherlands) 
passage 1, tested and certified as mycoplasma-free and virus-free (HIV- 
1, hepatitis B, and hepatitis C) were cultured in 75 cm2 culture flasks 
with Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM; Thermo Fisher Sci-
entific, USA) 25 mM glucose, supplemented with 10 % (v/v) fetal bovine 
serum (FBS; Gibco, USA) and 1 % (v/v) penicillin-streptomycin (Gibco). 
Cells were incubated at 37 ◦C, and 5 % CO2 until these reached 80 % 
confluence. Passages between 2 and 6 were used for all experiments. 

2.2. Hydrogel preparation 

For the preparation of the PA hydrogels, a solution (1 mL) of platelet- 
poor human plasma (with a fibrinogen concentration of 2.5 mg/mL 
assessed by the Clauss fibrinogen assay This assay shows and SD of 0.7 
mg/mL as reported in the literature [20,21]), 140 μL 150 mM NaCl, 14 
μL of tranexamic acid (5 mg/mL) (CAS Number 1197-18-8, Sigma), and 
40 μL of a fibroblast suspension (2.5 × 10 [5] cells/mL) was mixed with 
0 %, 0.5 %, 1 %, 1.5 % or 2 % (w/v) of agarose type VII (CAS 9012366, 
Sigma, USA). The final concentrations of agarose in the PA hydrogels 
were adjusted by conveniently varying the plasma volumes (67 %–27 
%). Before fibroblasts were added, 5 % (w/v) agarose was prepared, 
melted at 60 ◦C in 50 mL 150 mM NaCl and left overnight. Subsequently, 
the agarose stock solution was cooled to 37 ◦C and kept until used. To 
promote fibrin polymerization, 140 μL CaCl2 (1 %) (Sigma) were added 
to the PA hydrogel solution and gently homogenized. Then, 0.5 mL was 
poured into a 24-well plate (Corning, USA) and incubated in a humid-
ified atmosphere with 5 % CO2, at 37 ◦C for 30 min. PA hydrogels with 
fibroblasts were cultured for 1 d, 7 d, and 14 d for the next experiments, 
and the culture medium was refreshed every other day. Cell-free 
hydrogels were also prepared. 

2.3. Swelling ratio 

Cell-free 0 %, 0.5 %, 1 %, 1.5 % or 2 % PA hydrogels were weighed 1 
h after polymerization to determine their dry mass (Md). All hydrogels 
were swollen in 400 μL of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; pH 7.4) for 
24 h at 37 ◦C. The excess PBS from PA-hydrogels was removed with 

blotting paper before being weighed again to determine the wet mass 
(Mw). The mass swelling ratio was quantified according to Eq. (1): [22] 

Mass swelling ratio =
Mw
Md

(1)  

2.4. Viscoelastic properties 

The viscoelastic properties of cell-loaded and cell-free PA hydrogels 
were determined using uniaxial compression on a low-load compression 
tester (LLCT) [23,24]. PA hydrogels of 2.0 ± 0.4 mm thick were placed 
on a glass coverslip with double-sided tape to prevent sample 
displacement. Each PA hydrogel was compressed at a constant strain 
rate of 0.2 s− 1 to 80 % of its original thickness (strain, ε = 0.2) with a 2.5 
mm diameter steel plunger and kept compressed for 100 s. Strain (ε) was 
calculated as the change in thickness during compression normalized 
with the starting gel thickness. Force output from the LLCT was 
normalized by the area of the cross-section of the plunger to get stress 
(σ). All data were analyzed with a data fitting routine written in MatLab 
2018 (MathWorks® Inc., Natick, USA). The elastic modulus was calcu-
lated as the slope of the stress-strain curve (Fig. 1a) while the stress 
relaxation was calculated by comparing initial stress (t = 0 s) versus final 
stress (t = 100 s) (Fig. 1d). 

During the stress relaxation, E(t) was defined as a time-dependent 
elastic modulus, where σ(t) is the measure of time-dependent stress 
(Fig. 1d) and εo the constant strain value of 0.2 (Fig. 1c), decreasing with 
time t during 100 s according to Eq. (2): 

E(t) =
σ(t)
εo

(2) 

The measured stress relaxation curves were modeled using a gener-
alized Maxwell model (Fig. 1e, f) by fitting Eq. (3): 

E(t) = E1e−
t

τ1 +E2e−
t

τ2 +E3e−
t

τ3 +…Eie−
t

τi (3) 

where τi = ɳi/Ei is the relaxation time constant, ɳi the viscosity, and Ei 
the spring constant for each Maxwell element i. Using this formula, the 
number of Maxwell elements for each hydrogel could be calculated. 

The optimal number of Maxwell elements required was determined 
using the Chi-square function (Fig. 1g) following Eq. (4): 

x2 =
∑100

j=0

[
Ej − E

(
tj
)

σj

]

(4)  

where j varies from 0 to 100 s, Ej is the measured value at time j, E(tj) is 
calculated from Eq. (3) and σj is the standard error of the device equal to 
1.41 Pa. 

2.5. Cell number and cell morphology 

Cell number and morphology of fibroblasts loaded cultured in PA 
hydrogels were analyzed by fluorescence microscopy at 1 d, 7 d, and 14 
d. To visualize the expression of filamentous actin (F-actin) and nuclei, 
FITC-labeled phalloidin (Sigma) and 4′, 6-diamidino-2-phenylindole 
(DAPI; D9564, Sigma,) were used, respectively. PA hydrogels were 
washed with PBS, fixed with 3.7 % paraformaldehyde (PFA; Sigma) 
diluted PBS for 1 h, and subsequently washed again three times. After-
ward, fixed hydrogels were permeabilized using 0.5 % (v/v) Triton X- 
100 - PBS solution for 3 min and blocked with 5 % bovine serum albumin 
in PBS for 30 min. FITC-labeled phalloidin (2 μg/mL) was applied and 
incubated for 30 min at room temperature, light protected. DAPI (4 μg/ 
mL) was then added to stain the cell nuclei and incubated for an addi-
tional 1 h. After staining, PA hydrogels were visualized with a Leica 
DMR fluorescence microscope (Leica, Wetzlar, Germany), and ≥ 10 
areas per hydrogel were imaged for cell counting. Three independent 
samples were analyzed per PA concentration. 

M.I. Patiño Vargas et al.                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
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2.6. Cell metabolic assay 

Cell metabolic activity of cell-loaded PA hydrogels was based on a 
mitochondrial activity assay as previously described [25]. Briefly, 500 
μL of XTT ((2,3-bis (2-methoxy-4-nitro-5-sulfophenyl)-2H-tetrazo-lium- 

5-carboxanilide salt; A8088 AppliChem, The Netherlands) was mixed 
with the culture medium present on top of each hydrogel and incubated 
at 37 ◦C, 5 % CO2 for 6 h. The absorbance was measured at 460 nm and 
690 nm using a microplate reader (Shimadzu, Japan). The resulting 
metabolic activity (%) of all PA hydrogels was compared to the values of 

Fig. 1. Elastic modulus and stress relaxation. a) The elastic modulus is the slope of the stress-strain curve. b) Elastic modulus for the real data was taken as the slope 
of the least squared fit line, shown here for PA 2 % hydrogel is shown c) For a stress relaxation test, a constant strain is applied, and d) the decrease (relaxation) in 
stress over time detected by the low-load compression tester. e) The stress relaxation data were analyzed by fitting a generalized Maxwell model. f) Example of 
Maxwell analysis derived from a PA 2 % hydrogel, shows the curve fitting based on the measured modulus E(t) and the model E(t). g) The number of necessary 
Maxwell elements was decided based on the Chi [2] minimization. 
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0 % PA hydrogels based on Eq. (5). 

Metabolic activity (%) =
APA hydrogel460 nm − APA hydrogel690 nm

A0%PA hydrogel460 nm − A0%PA hydrogel690 nm
× 100

(5) 

The absorbance of all PA hydrogels was corrected by subtracting the 
background absorbance from cell-free hydrogels of their respective 
concentrations at 1 d, 7 d, and 14 d. 

2.7. Ultrastructure 

The ultrastructure of cell-loaded and cell-free PA hydrogels, defined 
as the architectural properties at the micrometer scale, were charac-
terized with scanning electron microscopy (SEM; Jeol JSM 6490 LV, 
USA) at 1 d. All hydrogels were sectioned in half to visualize the internal 
ultrastructure, then fixed in 3 % glutaraldehyde diluted in PBS (pH 7.4) 
for 24 h followed by 1 % electron microscopy grade osmium tetroxide 
for 1.5 h. Afterward, the hydrogels were dehydrated in a series of 
ethanol concentrations (30 %, 50 %, 70 %, 90 %, 95 %, and 99 %), 
critical point dried at 31 ◦C, 1072 PSI, and Au sputter coated (Denton 
Vacuum Desk IV). The SEM imaging occurred under a high vacuum at 
15 kV and 5000× magnification. SEM images were employed to calcu-
late the porosity percentage and fiber thickness with ImageJ Ver 1.52p 
(https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/; Accessed: 12 October 2021). 

2.8. Histological analysis of collagen 

Cell-loaded PA hydrogels at 7 d were fixed with 3.7 % PFA (Sigma). 
Fixation occurred for 24 h at 4 ◦C, then dehydrated in a series of ethanol 
concentrations and paraffin-embedded. Sections (5 μm) were made with 
a microtome (Leica RM2265, Germany), stained with Masson’s tri-
chrome (ab150686, Abcam) according to the manufacturer’s in-
structions, and imaged with Leica DMR. Cell-free hydrogels and human 
skin sections (5 μm) kindly donated by the Tissue Engineering and cell 
therapy research Group of the University of Antioquia were also stained. 
Only the dermal layer of the skin was considered for comparison with PA 
hydrogels. The collagen positive area was quantified using the ImageJ 
software in three fields of view captured from each PA hydrogel. The 
blue positive area was divided by the total area for each field, and the 
result was expressed as the percentage of collagen deposition relative to 
native skin. 

2.9. Statistical analysis 

All data are expressed as mean values ± standard deviation. Statis-
tical analysis was performed with OriginPro 2018 (v9.5.1). Data were 
checked for normality according to Kolmogorov-Smirnoff and for out-
liers using the robust regression and outlier removal test (ROUT). Data 
were analyzed using one-way or two-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s 
test to determine differences between groups *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, 
***p < 0.001, and ****p < 0.0001, respectively. Correlations between 
the increase in agarose concentrations and the variables of viscoelas-
ticity and cellular response were determined by Pearson’s (r) coefficient. 
Values between 0.70 and 1 (− 0.70 to − 1) were considered high, and 
between 0.50 and 0.70 (− 0.50 to − 0.70) were considered moderate, 
positive (negative) correlations. 

3. Results 

3.1. Swelling 

The swelling ratio of cell-free 0 %, 0.5 %, 1 %, 1.5 %, and 2 % PA 
hydrogels is shown and compared in Fig. 2. The 0 % PA hydrogels had a 
lower swelling ratio than 1 %, 1.5 %, and 2 %. Hydrogels of 0.5 % PA 
also had a lower swelling ratio than 2 %. Comparison between 1 %, 1.5 

%, and 2 % PA hydrogels showed no differences. The addition of agarose 
led to an increase in swelling ratio, albeit, this increase became non- 
linear at higher agarose concentrations (<1.5 %). 

3.2. Viscoelastic properties 

Cell-loaded and cell-free PA hydrogels had an agarose concentration- 
dependent increase in elastic modulus (stiffness) (Table 1). Overall, fi-
broblasts did not alter the elastic modulus of the PA hydrogels at any 
time point. All PA concentrations decreased in stiffness regardless of 
cells’ presence over time. These results demonstrate that the stiffness of 
plasma-derived hydrogels is tunable by increasing the agarose 
concentration. 

Irrespective of the PA ratio or the presence of cells, all hydrogels had 
a similar stress relaxation (Table S1). 

3.3. Maxwell analysis 

PA hydrogels required three Maxwell elements to describe their 
stress relaxation (Fig. 3), defined as fast (τ1), intermediate (τ2), and 
slow elements (τ3). The number of Maxwell elements remained the same 
during the 14 d of experimental conditions, regardless of cell presence. 

To further evaluate the viscoelastic behavior of PA hydrogels in 
response to increased agarose concentrations, Pearson’s correlation 
coefficients (r) of hydrogels after 1 d, 7 d, and 14 d in culture were 
analyzed. Fig. 4 shows a high positive correlation between the relaxation 
τ1) and τ2, and the increase in agarose concentrations at all evaluated 
time points, while τ3 did not correlate with the agarose content. 

3.4. Cell behavior 

Cellular (fibroblast) morphology was assessed in PA hydrogels via 
Phalloidin and DAPI fluorescent stains at 1 d, 7 d, and 14 d of 3D cell 
culture. Representative images are shown in Fig. 5a. The expression of F- 
actin (green) filamentous extensions was the highest at the lower PA 
hydrogel concentrations. The typical spindle-shaped morphology of fi-
broblasts was predominant in 0 % and 0.5 % hydrogels at all time points. 
In 1 % PA hydrogels, cells expressed F-actin but were only visible after 
14 d. F-actin was not detected in 1.5 % and 2 % PA hydrogels. 

The number of cells was calculated based on the number of DAPI 
positive particles (i.e. nuclei) and compared to 0 % PA hydrogels. 

Fig. 2. Swelling behavior of 0 %, 0.5 %, 1 %, 1.5 % and 2 % PA (w/v). The 
swelling ratio was assessed after swelling all hydrogels in PBS for 1 d at 37 ◦C 
and then dried for 1 h at 37 ◦C. Data show the mean values and the standard 
deviation (n = 4). One-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s honestly significant 
difference (HSD) test: **** p < 0.0001. 
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Quantification indicates that the number of cells decreased as agarose 
concentration increased. The 0 % PA hydrogels had a greater number of 
cells than all the other concentrations at any given time point (Fig. 5b). 

The metabolic activity per cell was calculated with Eq. (5) and 
indicated that cells in 1.5 % and 2 % PA hydrogels had higher metabolic 
activity than 0 % PA at 7 d and 14 d (Fig. 5c). 

3.5. Ultrastructure 

The ultrastructure of cell-free PA hydrogels was determined with 
SEM by analyzing the porosity (%) and fiber diameter at 1 d. Repre-
sentative images are shown in Fig. 6. SEM evaluation of the 2 % PA 
hydrogels was unfeasible due to brittleness and fracture during pro-
cessing. The porosity of all hydrogels decreased with increasing agarose 
concentrations (Fig. 6c), while the fiber thickness was greater in 0.5 % 
PA hydrogels than in 0 % and 1 % hydrogels. Analysis of 1.5 % PA 
hydrogels derived no fiber diameter data, due to the high polymer 
density. 

3.6. Histological analysis of collagen deposition 

The presence of cell-derived collagen was evaluated by Masson’s 
Trichrome stain in cell-loaded and cell-free PA hydrogels. Native human 
skin was used for comparison and as a staining control. Representative 
images are shown in Fig. 7. All PA hydrogels had areas positively (blue) 
stained for collagen. The 0 % and 0.5 % PA hydrogels had areas of 
clustered cells and similar stain (color) intensity to the dermal layer of 

native skin. In the 1 % PA hydrogels, positively-stained collagen (blue) 
regions were less dense than in 0 % and 0.5 % PA. In 1.5 % and 2 % PA 
fewer cells were visible, and the collagen deposition was minimal, 
compared to the before-mentioned hydrogel concentrations. All cell-free 
hydrogels showed a similar staining and color intensity pattern. Quan-
tification of the color intensity of positively-stained collagen (blue) 
showed that of 0 %, 0.5 % and 1 % PA hydrogels did not differ from 
native skin (dermis layer). In contrast, 2 % PA and cell-free hydrogels 
had a lower intensity compared to the dermis layer of native skin. 

3.7. Correlations between the viscoelastic properties and cell behavior 

The addition of agarose to plasma-derived hydrogels correlated with 
mechanical and structural changes. The exact values are shown in 
Table 2. The stiffness, τ1, τ2, and fiber diameter positively correlated 
with the increase in agarose concentration. Meanwhile, cell number, 
metabolic activity, and porosity negatively correlated to the increase in 
agarose. The metabolic activity positively correlated with the number of 
cells, while fiber diameter, τ1, and τ2 negatively correlated with such. 
Porosity negatively correlated with the number of cells and the τ1 and τ2 
values. The analysis of the influence of τ1 and τ2 on the cellular pa-
rameters can be found in Fig. S1. 

4. Discussion 

In this study, we characterized the viscoelastic properties of plasma- 
agarose (PA) hydrogels produced with varying concentrations of 

Table 1 
Elastic modulus (kPa) of cell-loaded and cell-free PA hydrogels at 1 d, 7 d, and 14 d.  

Timepoint Agarose (%) in the PA hydrogel 

0 %(a) 0.5 % (b) 1 % 1.5 % 2 % 

Cell-free Cell-loaded Cell-free Cell-loaded Cell-free Cell-loaded Cell-free Cell-loaded Cell-free Cell-loaded 

1 d 0.64 ± 0.06 0.51 ± 0.03 1.51 ± 0.52 1.46 ± 0.23 5.24 ±
0.80a 

2.84 ±
1.02b 

14.40 ±
2.66a 

15.09 ±
10.24b 

15.57 ±
7.06a 

13.78 ±
7.26b 

7 d 0.99 ±
0.05a 

0.49 ±
0.19a 

0.96 ±
0.32a 

0.42 ±
0.19a 

1.65 ±
0.21a 

1.15 ±
0.30b 

6.94 ± 2.05a 7.51 ± 1.51b 11.10 ±
0.82a 

1.27 ± 0.24b 

14 d 0.76 ±
0.12a 

0.27 ±
0.04a 

0.62 ±
0.33a 

0.89 ±
0.24a 

0.92 ±
0.02a 

3.16 ±
0.73b 

5.58 ± 2.85a 3.74 ± 0.86b 4.93 ± 3.32a 2.07 ± 0.55b  

a Indicates significance compared to 0 % PA cell-free hydrogels. 
b Indicates significance compared to 0 % PA cell-loaded hydrogels. Data derive from three independent non-paired samples per time point. Data are shown as mean 

values and standard deviation and analyzed with Two-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s HSD test of values p < 0.001. 

Fig. 3. Relaxation time constants of Maxwell elements for cell-loaded (Red) and cell-free (Black) PA hydrogels (all agarose concentrations). No differences were 
observed between cell-loaded and cell-free hydrogels at the same timepoint. Data derive from three independent non-paired samples per time point. Data are shown 
as mean values and standard deviation. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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agarose and the response of loaded human dermal fibroblasts. The 
elastic modulus and stress relaxation properties, together with the ul-
trastructural parameters and cell responses were investigated to deter-
mine the potential use of these hydrogels for skin TE applications. 

Viscoelasticity is a near-universal property of living tissues and their 
extracellular matrix (ECM) [8] manifested as stress relaxation or creep 
under compression or tension. A thorough understanding of this me-
chanical behavior is relevant for an adequate design of human skin 
equivalents. In the context of skin TE, fibrin hydrogels are widely 
employed due to their biological properties [26]. However, the native 
mechanics of plasma, and its main constituent fibrin makes them un-
suitable to withstand the mechanical stresses to which skin is constantly 
exposed. Here, we produced human plasma-derived hydrogels from 

pooled plasma containing a fibrinogen concentration of 2.5 mg/mL, 
which has been associated with low rates of cell-mediated contraction 
and a shelf life >18 days [28]. 

Under uniaxial compression, the 0 % PA-hydrogels showed an 
instantaneous elastic response followed by stress relaxation. The 0 % PA 
hydrogels reached 50 % stress relaxation in 55.1 ± 2.8 s, while agarose 
addition did not affect the overall relaxation process. The irreversible 
rearrangement of fibrin to relieve stress is related to the knob:hole non- 
covalent interactions that hold the fibrin network together. Such knob: 
hole bonds can break and re-form within the PA network after stress is 
released [27,29,30]. Other hydrogel systems, such as type-1 collagen 
and basement membrane also exhibit viscoelastic behavior, unless they 
are sufficiently covalently crosslinked. Such stability can be achieved by 

Fig. 4. Correlations between the relaxation time constants tau 1 (τ1), tau 2 (τ2), and tau 3 (τ3) as a function of agarose concentrations at 1 d, 7 d, and 14 d. Cell- 
loaded (red) and cell-free (black) were analyzed together as no differences were found among the two conditions as shown in Fig. 3. (For interpretation of the 
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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combining these natural polymers with others regarded as more me-
chanically stable and modifying their crosslinking [31–33]. 

Based solely on the time to reach 50 % stress relaxation, the addition 
of agarose to fibrin hydrogels seemingly had no impact on hydrogel 
viscoelasticity. Nonetheless, Maxwell’s modeling of the stress relaxation 
data showed a strong positive correlation between the agarose concen-
tration and the τ1 and τ2. Viscoelastic stress relaxation is caused by 
various molecular events taking place inside the hydrogel, that include 
the dissociation of the network bonds within the matrix and fluid 
movement through its pores. Changes in hydrogel composition could 
change the relaxation time constants and the relative importance of 
particular Maxwell elements. In the absence of a systematic study link-
ing particular Maxwell elements to the hydrogel biochemical composi-
tion, the exact allocation of components to particular Maxwell elements 
remains a hypothetical exercise. A systematic study performed on bac-
terial biofilms [34] demonstrated that smaller molecules (e.g. unbound 
water, bound water, growth factors) responded to the applied strain 
faster and to Maxwell elements with smaller relaxation time constants. 
The increase in agarose concentration was followed by an increase in τ1 

and τ2 and may relate to agarose hygroscopic properties. Increasing 
agarose concentration increased the PA hydrogel swelling ratio 
increasing the relative amount of bound water and decreasing its 
mobility under stress. The resistance to the movement of bound and 
unbound water could cause an increase in τ1 and τ2. However, τ3 might 
correspond to the structural components such as the primary fibrin 
network present in all PA hydrogels, but further research is needed to 
properly identify the components active in this Maxwell element. 

Since the mass of hydrogels consists mostly of water, the swelling 
capacity of PA hydrogels and their relationship with the network 
porosity was evaluated. The 0 % PA hydrogels showed a de-swelling 
behavior that has been previously reported [28], likely due to the 
typical contraction of these hydrogels leading to protein release. 
Compared to 0 %, the 1 % PA hydrogels had increased their mass after 
swelling in PBS. Agarose is hygroscopic, making this result expected and 
preventing volume loss. Other authors reported that 0.1 % and 0.5 % PA 
hydrogels were 1.5 and 2.0 times thicker than hydrogels made from only 
plasma (0 % PA) [35]. 

Agarose concentration influenced the viscoelastic properties of PA 

Fig. 5. Cell morphology, number of cells, and metabolic activity (normalized) at 1 d, 7 d, and 14 d. (a) The morphology of cells (fibroblast) according to DAPI (blue) 
and F-actin (green) fluorescent stains within 0 %, 0.5 %, 1 %, 1.5 % and 2 % PA hydrogels. The scale bar represents 20μm. (b) The number of cells according to the 
number of DAPI positive particles (i.e. nuclei). A total of 10 fields of view (FOV) were analyzed per condition. (c) Metabolic activity per cell according to XTT assay. 
Absorbance was normalized with cell-free PA hydrogels and compared to 0 % PA hydrogels. Data derive from three independent non-paired samples per time point. 
Data are shown as mean values and standard deviation and analyzed with Two-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s HSD test of values * p < 0.05. (For interpretation of 
the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 6. Representative SEM micrographs showing the ultrastructure of (a) cell-loaded and (b) cell-free 0 %, 0.5 %, 1 %, and 1.5 % PA hydrogels at 1 d. Scale bars 
represent 5 μm. (c) Correlation between porosity (%) of PA hydrogels as a function of increasing concentrations of agarose after 1 day. Data derived from a minimum 
of three independent experiments. 
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hydrogels and strongly correlated with a lower number of cells and 
negatively correlated with the cell metabolic activity. In other hydrogel 
systems, increasing polymer concentration seems to be detrimental for 
cells in long-term 3D culture [36,37]. However, the metabolic activity 

normalized by cell number showed increased mitochondrial activity in 
1.5 % and 2 % PA hydrogels, perhaps due to the challenge the cells 
experience to survive under adverse conditions such as low availability 
of nutrients or hypoxia [38]. 

The highest negative correlations between τ1 and τ2 and the number 
of cells occurred after 1 d, indicating that the main changes in cell re-
sponses happened in the early stages of culturing and were related to the 
displacement of fast (τ1) and intermediate (τ2) Maxwell elements as 
shown in the Fig. S1. 

One of the parameters affected by increasing agarose concentration 
was the hydrogel porosity. The porosity and pore sizes are key regulators 
for mechanical confinement in 3D cultures. Cell spreading and cell 
migration are hindered in materials with small and rigid pores, pre-
venting the movement of the cell’s nuclei [6,39]. The PA hydrogels with 
lower agarose concentrations had greater cell spreading since 1 d, 
compared to those with higher agarose concentrations. Cell viability and 
spreading are positively correlated with high porosity (%) as it facilitates 
both processes while lower porosity (%) hinders them. These findings go 
per the existing literature in hydrogel culture systems [40,41]. and in 
our observations where fibroblast in 1 % PA took 14 d to show any signs 
of cell spreading. Hydrogel degradation matrix could allow the cells to 
overcome confinement, spread, and migrate [42]. Hence, the cell- 
induced degradation in vitro of PA hydrogels should be explored in 

Fig. 7. Collagen deposition. (a) Histology of cell-loaded PA hydrogels. Cell-free and native skin are shown as controls of the Masson’s trichrome stain. Scale bars 
represent 50 μm. (b) Collagen deposition in PA hydrogels relative to the skin (dermis). Data represent mean values and standard deviation and were analyzed with 
Two-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s HSD test of values * p < 0.05. 

Table 2 
Pearson’s correlation coefficients analysis.  

Variables Agarose 
(%) 

Metabolic 
activity (%) 

Cell 
number/ 
(FOV) 

Porosity (%) 
(SEM) 

Metabolic 
activity (%)  

− 0.87a    

Cell number/ 
(FOV)  

− 0.90a  0.80a   

Porosity % 
(SEM)  

− 0.91a  0.46  0.76a  

Stiffness (KPa, 
0.2 s− 1)  

0.65a  − 0.44  − 0.44  − 0.43 

Fiber diameter 
(nm) (SEM)  

0.67a  − 0.64a  − 0.68a  − 0.28 

τ1  0.84a  − 0.69a  − 0.73a  − 0.86a 

τ2  0.90a  − 0.68a  − 0.65a  − 0.83a 

τ3  − 0.36  0.31  0.36  0.42  

a Correlation positive/negative. 
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the near future [43]. 
The ECM is constantly remodeled by the cells within, causing a 

restructuring of tissue architecture. In our model, fibroblast-derived 
collagen deposition was observed in 0 %, 0.5 %, and 1 % PA- 
hydrogels, resembling that observed in native skin. This observation is 
promising for skin TE applications. Furthermore, the stiffness of 1 % PA 
hydrogels was similar to that reported in the skin (4.5–8 kPa) [28,44]. 
TE implants should pose similar mechanics to those found in the tissue 
aimed for repair [45]. Based on our data, the 1 % PA hydrogels are the 
most suitable candidates for skin TE applications, outperforming the 
other concentrations. The limitations of this study should be recognized. 
Dehydration of hydrogels for SEM analysis can lead to shrinkage and 
densification of the sample [46]. Hence, the visualized ultrastructure 
might not reflect the hydrogel in the swollen state. Therefore, the SEM- 
generated data is useful as a comparative measure as all hydrogels fol-
lowed the same fixation and dehydration protocol. Cell viability was not 
assessed through conventional (fluorescent) methods previously re-
ported in other hydrogels due to plasma autofluorescence [47]. Other 
biological events such as cell migration were not assessed since the 3D 
distribution of cells impedes tracking the same microscopy focal plane 
over time. PA hydrogels are viscoplastic that can undergo irreversible 
deformation on the microscale [48]. Such viscoplasticity is relevant to 
any biomaterial constantly exposed to mechanical stress and could be 
related to the decrease in PA hydrogel stiffness observed [48]. Hence, 
the determination of the viscoplasticity of hydrogels should be consid-
ered in future studies. A limitation of LLCT is that a constant strain rate 
allowed to determine the stress relaxation time, but does not serve to 
identify strain rate-dependent phenomena. Additional limitations of 
LLCT have been discussed in the past by our research group [36,49] 
Other mechanical tests, such as tensile tests would provide additional 
characterization of the robustness of the PA hydrogels for dermal ap-
plications. However, 20 % strain under tensile conditions would cause 
the failure of the hydrogel, and would not allow a proper assessment of 
cell-hydrogel viscoelasticity. 
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